
Answers to anonymous referee #1

We thank the reviewer#1 for his remarks, whih enouraged us to reonsider our ap-

proah of presenting our results. His/Her omments leads to lari�ations and adjust-

ments of some paragraphs. In partiular we reformulated the introdution to larify, that

our intensions are not the omparison of various initilisation tehniques nor historial

foreasts (hindasts), but the introdution of the Modini-wind-foring method for Max

Plank Institute Earth System Model (MPI-ESM).

1. We totally agree with the reviewer, and there is no need to omment on this.

2. In this paragraph, the reviewer lists the following aspets, whih we would like to

address separately:

a) The diversity of approahes for initialisation of General Cirulation Models

(GCMs) should be listed in the introdution.

Many thanks to the reviewer for this suggestion. We added a short paragraph

in the introdution, iting the suggested artile of Servonnat et al. (2014),

and mentioning ommonly applied tehniques. However, it is not the purpose

of this paper to review or, indeed, assess di�erent initialisation tehniques or

their performane. Rather our aim is to present a partiular partial oupling

tehnique applied to the MPI-ESM and to assess the ability of the partial

oupled model to reprodue the observed variability of the limate system,

a neessary prerequisite for any respetable initialisation tehnique. This is

already is a signi�ant task in itself. That the tehnique has potential as an

initialisation tehnique for deadal foreasts has already been demonstrated by

Ding et al. (2013).

b) No sensitivity of the tehnique is explored. No in depth disussion versus other

tehniques is given.

We think this depends on what the reviewer means by exploring the sensitivity

of the tehnique and providing in depth disussion versus other tehniques. If

he/she means by arrying out deadal hindasts using di�erent initialisation

tehniques and omparing the performane of MODINI against these other

tehniques then we fear this is way beyond the sope of the present paper.

Our aim is simply to assess the ability of MODINI to reprodue the observed

limate variability, not to assess its merits (or demerits) ompared to other

tehniques as an initialisation tehnique. However, Modini does have the virtue

of simpliity (it is easy to implement) and, as we think we show, it does have

skill. Of ourse not every aspet of the observed limate system is reprodued,

espeially in the North Atlanti setor, where some onstraint on the surfae

buoyany foring is learly required, as noted now at the very end of the main

text.

3. In the new version we have added some material to try and explain the underlying

physis. For example, we now refer (in Setion 3.1.1) to Figure 3 of Kirtman and

Shukla (2002) and note the importane of the teleonnetions from the tropial Pa-

i�. We think this is an important onlusion - espeially sine the teleonnetions

from the tropial Pai� atually give us some skill in the atmosphere and, in turn,

with Sea Surfae Temperature (SST) that is driven by the atmosphere (e.g. in the

ase of the Pai� Deadal Osillation (PDO)). However, the reviewer is orret,
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that we did not elaborate on our hoie of limate indies. We simply piked very

prominent and well known ones, we tried to over both hemispheres, we analysed

oeani, atmospheri, and sea-ie variables, and we used spatial maps and time

series. We added the missing parts of this bakground at the beginning of setion 3.

4. We agree with the reviewer, that the wind stress onstrains the SST muh more

in the tropis than elsewhere and that teleonnetions most likely explain a large

fration of the skill in the reonstrutions elsewhere (see response above). However,

the main fous of this manusript is the disussion of the Modini-wind-foring teh-

nique in MPI-ESM and its merits for reproduing historial limate events.

The reviewer also notes, that the Modini-wind foring onept is limited, as we do

not nudge SST and/or Sea Surfae Salinity (SSS) in higher latitudes. This is orret,

but beyond the sope of this manusript whih deliberately deals with wind-foring

only. However, we added a sentene at the end of the onlusions, where we point

out this additional approah as a possible future researh area.

5. The reviewer proposes to use longer reords for the foring. However, we deided for

this study to fous only on the satellite-era (that is post 1979) for whih we have

two of the best reanalysis produts available (National Centers for Environmen-

tal Predition, Climate Foreast System Reanalysis (NCEPsfr) and ERA-Interim

reanalysis (ERAI)). Of ourse, it is true that the reliability of our statistis is limited

by the fat that we working with only about 30 years of data and this is a problem

for interdeadal modes of variability suh as the PDO. However, we are areful to

desribe our statistis in detail. In partiular, we de�ne the expressions used for the

statistial signi�ane in footnote 1 and provide exat orrelation oe�ients whe-

reever possible. We use the so alled vague terms to make the meaning of numbers

easier to understand. It is also the ase that di�erent wind reanalysis produts do

not agree in spae and time, an issue noted in the Summary and Conlusions setion.

This is the reason we omputed wind stress using two di�erent reanalysis produts

rather than relying on only one. However, testing the robustness of the wind pro-

duts from reanalysis data sets is not the fous of this study. We note, however,

that aording to reent studies, dealing with the sparsely observed Arti oean

(Jakobson et al., 2012; Lindsay et al., 2014), reanalysis produts agree in general

well with observations that have not been assimilated in the reanalyses.

6. Just to larify this: We do not use any nudging tehnique for the applied wind

foring. Instead we replae the modelled wind stress seen by the oean model by

observations. We agree that the oupling frequeny is important, as has been de-

monstrated for the ase of inertial osillations by Johum et al. (2012), and that this

impats the surfae mixed layer, as disussed in the seond paragraph of Setion

3.1.

7. The reviewer is orret, that we do not perform any hindasts in this manusript.

This is way beyond the sope of this manusript. We mention in the onlusions,

that this will be the subjet to further studies.
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Answers to anonymous referee #2

We thank the reviewer for his/her very positive omments and we are pleased that the

reviewer enjoyed reading our manusript.

1. We now make referene to Figure 3 in Kirtman and Shukla (2002) when referring to

the orrelation map (Figure 1) and mention the interative oupled ensemble teh-

nique in the introdution, too.

2. The fully oupled MPI-ESM (named Coupled Model Interomparison Projet Phase

5 (CMIP5) in our manusript) shows �utuations that are in general slightly larger

than the observed El Niño Southern Osillation (ENSO) signals (Figure 1eC). Hene,

it is not surprising, that the Modini-MPI-ESM ENSO signal is slightly enhaned,

too. We added a sentene to Setion 3.1.2. referring to the larger amplitudes.

3. We removed the parenthesis and added a statement that the wind-driven part of

the Atlanti Meridional Overturning Cirulation (AMOC) is largely unpreditable,

beause it arises from the weather noise.

4. We heked for autoorrelation by estimating the orrelation for �rst di�erenes,

too. We added this information to footnote 1 on page 5553.

5. Correted

6. We are not sure, what the reviewer means with add labels for the regions. On the

right side the regions are already named.

7. We added a statement for this.

8. Adjusted

9. Correted
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Aronyms

AMOC Atlanti Meridional Overturning Cirulation

CMIP5 Coupled Model Interomparison Projet Phase 5

ENSO El Niño Southern Osillation

ERAI ERA-Interim reanalysis

GCM General Cirulation Model

Modini Model initialisation by partially oupled spin-up

MPI-ESM Max Plank Institute Earth System Model

NCEPsfr National Centers for Environmental Predition, Climate Foreast System Reanalysis

PDO Pai� Deadal Osillation

SST Sea Surfae Temperature

SSS Sea Surfae Salinity
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